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Clay Target Shooting Events
Whether you are looking to enjoy an afternoon of shooting, organize a
corporate team building event, plan a stag or stagette, or just want to get
away from it all for a few hours, the Edmonton Gun Club can help you plan
an exciting trapshooting event.
Regardless of age, gender or physical ability, everyone can shoot trap. Trapshooting involves shooting
a clay target that is released from a trap-house. The target is projected away from the shooter in one of
three predetermined angles. The shooter does not know the angle but using a shotgun they will aim,
track and shoot the moving target. Trapshooting is addictive, so plan to have loads of fun.
One or more trap ﬁelds will be reserved for your group for the duration of the event and your
group will receive instruction and coaching from one or more experienced shooters whilst in
the presence of our Range Safety Oﬃcer. As one 5- person group shoots, the others will typically be receiving instruction or just cheering their colleagues on.

Our Corporate pricing per shooter is $149.50 + GST, and includes the following:
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Full use of our clubhouse facility
Individual insurance for each shooter
20-minute safety and trapshooting instruction
Member tips from Canadian and Provincial Champions
Scores kept for your evening bragging rights
2 rounds of trap for each shooter (25 shots per round)
2 boxes of 12-gauge or 20-gauge ammunition per shooter
Ear and Eye protection, and Shotguns provided
An Oklahoma style BBQ will be catered with your choice of
beef brisket or pulled pork, plus 3 sides (Absolutely delicious!)
* A cash bar will be open serving beer and wine (after shooting)
Price per shooter excluding the
catered meal is $103.50 + GST
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for Corporate Bookings, contact EGC President Jack Broadfoot
Email: jackbroadfoot@yahoo.ca

AMAZING
SERVICES
Great Place
Team Building
Great Fun

THE TIME IS NOW!
Contact us today to plan your
next outdoor corporate outing.
Trapshooting is exciting and a
great way to spend a morning
or afternoon.

+1-780-945-1413

